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It's been a busy year, but we 
wouldn't have it any other way.
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Tilly & Beanz

AK427

The finished car “Beanz”surpassed the clients expectations!

We were asked to create a “More aggressive” version of Tilly our
demonstrator car for a client in Cyprus. 

Beanz, although now complete, will be with us at AK HQ until early
spring when he then goes to live in the sunshine with his new family.



We knew that while we were building our first AK40 demonstrator car  “Juniper” that some
customers were going to be hot on our heels with their AK40 builds too. It was a challenge for the
workshop to keep ahead of some clients. One of those was Smithy. Smithy is an existing AK client
having built his AK427 a few years previously. He signed up for an AK40 as soon as we announced
that we had purchased the Southern GT project. Smithy built the majority of his “Number 6” car

alongside Jon and Dani in the assembly shop here at AK HQ. 

“Number 6" is now fully finished, road registered and FOR SALE here at AK HQ.

 Smithy has already started his next AK40 chassis and plans to have the second
car completed for summer next year.

 Not bad for a chap who fly’s Spitfires for a living eh! 

AK40



AKSS & AKD

The AKSS is still in production
here at AK HQ. “Paul” our
demonstrator was sold in
early summer to allow for

development to commence on
the new “ AKD”. This is set to

become AK Sportscars 4th car
model available. 

We asked you all earlier this year which options you would like to see on our first
AKD demonstrator car. The overwhelming response was that you wanted to see a

long nose front and a fin on the rear. “ Great choice” was the resounding
response from both Neil & Jon!!!!!

We had originally hoped to have the first AKD car on the road for Spring 2024.
Whilst we are well past the initial design stage with the body molds and chassis jigs
being almost ready for the first car to begin life. We have been exceptionally busier
than we could of possibly anticpated with the AK40 cars. So much so that we have

had to postpone the start of the AKD’s production. 

We currently have a waiting list of 3 clients whom have paid a small £500 deposit
to have the first few AKD chassis we create. All 3 clients have been eagerly

awaiting us to produce the AKD in kit form for home builds. If you would like to
add your name onto this waiting list then please let us know. We plan to again be
keeping ahead of clients building the AKD’s while we build our first demonstrator

here at AK HQ next year.



"THERE IS MUCH BEING PLANNED FOR 2024 FROM LATE SPRING TO EARLY
AUTUMN NEXT YEAR" Including: track day events, breakfast meet & runs,
weekends watching various racing in Europe, treasure hunts and lots more.....

WOW!! Thank you to all you great folks for an amazing response to the
notion of starting “CLUB AK”. We are excited that you want to come out
and play in your AK’s.

If you wish to be informed of any Club AK planned events then please send
us an email - mail@aksportscars.co.uk and we will  add you onto the event
mailing list.

 2024 DIARY DATES

AK Spring Factory Open Day - Saturday  18th May
Malvern Kit Car Show -  Sat 1st & Sun 2nd June

AK Autumn Factory Open Day - Saturday  14th Sept
Newark Kit Car Show -  Sat 21st & Sun 22nd Sept

NEC Classic Car Show -  Fri 8th - Sun 10th Nov

CLUB AK



 CARS FOR SALE

LS3 SUPERCHARGED - 600 BHP - 2020 - £70,000

LS6 - 486 BHP - 2014 - £49,995

350 CHEVY - 393 BHP - 2023 BRAND NEW! - £57,495

LS3 - 430 BHP - 2015 - £59,995

LS3 - 430 BHP - 2018 - £59,995

COYOTE GEN 3 - 500 BHP - 2023 BRAND NEW! - £149,995

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR WEBSITE
www.aksportscars.co.uk



The AK Sportscars Winter Newsletter

FROM ALL OF US
HERE AT AK

SPORTSCARS LTD. 

Thank you for supporting us. 
We look forward to seeing you 

in the New Year. 

Jon, Neil & The AK Team.

Wendi’s top tip ...... If you are taking your AK out to play in the winter. Firstly BE
CAREFUL & secondly allow yourself an extra 10 minutes when you return home to

clean the salt off the chrome work - You will thank me in spring!!


